
ABOUT

I started my professional journey with various full-stack projects in different
sectors and realized that I was naturally attracted by the front end part. I’ve
been fond of the art world for a long time already. I draw and paint regularly
and I am always looking for a new way to express myself in a creative way.
The front-end world allows me to unite my love for engineering and art.
Therefore, I put all my energy and passion into my creations. I am always
looking for new challenges and enjoy combining knowledge and skills when
working with other people.

FULL STACK DEVELOPER
DOCAPOST | jun 2019 - nov 2020

Context:   I was working in a big team of 18 developers, where I was fixing
bugs, developing new functionalities and rewrite the application using
angular 9 and spring boot. I was working for « Jedeclare.com », a platform
where an expert accountant can manage their files and declarations.

Achievements:

Fixing bugs, developing new functionalities using Struts 2, gwt,
Hibernate
Daily fix on small but urgent bugs by updating some data in the
database.     
Developing unit Tests     
Writing technical and functional documents     
Participating actively to all the agile meeting (poker, retro, stand up
etc)Rewrite the application using angular 9 and
spring boot.

WORK  EXPER I ENCE

CONTAC T

P: +33 6 80 67 46 88
E: antonimalki1990@gmail.com
W: www.antonimalki.com

LANGUAGES
Java ee 8+,Typescript, HTML
5, CSS 3, SQL,  javascript
SOFTWARES 
 Intelij, Eclipse, STS, Visual Sutdio Code,
git, Soap ui,  postman,  sql developer,
OPERATING SYSTEM
Windows, linux 
METHODOLOGY
Agile 
DATA BASE:
Oracle, MySQL, PostgreSQL, IBM
Db2, mongoDB
FRAMEWORK: 
Angular 9, Ionic, Spring boot, React,
Sass, Struts 2 , primefaces, jsf 2

PROFE S S I ONA L

SK I L L S

Creative spirit
Motivated
Team player
good coomunicator

PERSONA L   SK I L L S

ANTONI

MALKI

F R O N T  E N D  D E V E L O P E R

EDUCAT I ON

DOUBLE DEGREE: ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING 

The University of Plymouth| 2014- 2015
Plymouth, United Kingdom

ENGINEER DEGREE : COMPUTER SCIENCE

Ecole supérieur d’informatique et d’électronique, ESIEA,  | 2009 - 2015
Paris, France

English : fluent
French : mother tongue
Spanish : elementary
German : elementary

TONGUES

Angular by MI2

CER T I F I C A T I ON



technical environment:
 Java 8+, SQL, typescript, javascript, Html, CSS, angular 9, spring-boot,
struts 2, Gwt,  hibernate, Intellij, JBoss, jetty, docker, Jenkins, Oracle,
monolith, agile
functional environment:
Knowledge in expert accountants’ processes to manage their files and
declarations’.

FULL STACK DEVELOPER
Airfrance| jan 2019 - jun 2019

Context:  I worked in 3 different small projects, they were all about booking
ticket for internal staff.

Achievements:

All steps of applications deployment to a server·      
Developing soap web services.     
Developing unit Tests     
Fixing bugs and developing new functionalities using struts 1, JSP      
Unit tests
Learning how to use different airfrance software and processes.

technical environment:
 Eclipse sts, java-ee, struts 1, spring, JSP, soap, SQL developer, winSCP
functional environment: 
Knowledge on basic airfrance software and tools

FRONT END DEVELOPER
DGA| May 2018 - Sep 2018

Context:  I was working for months within a team of 4 people to develop an
angular portal from scratch for the French Ministry of the Armed Forces
(DGA).

Achievements:

Developing IHM using Angular 6
Managing the portal authentication with keycloak
·Implementing a portal component with clarity and bootstrap·       
Designing logo and graphical charter

FULL STACK DEVELOPER
CNAF| j March 2016- May 2018

Context:  I was working within a team of 8 people to develop a java web
application from scratch for a Public service company (CNAF)

Achievements:

Developing IHM using Primefaces (JSF framework)      
Designing microservice using spring restful and Jhispter     
 Create a portal, roles and patterns using Liferay      
 Developing managed bean for the business part on java EE·       
 Developing unit test using Mockito, Powermock, Wiremock.   
 Writing functional tests using HP ALM.     
Working according to Agile processes
Monthly presentation of the latest updates to our client

technical environment:
 visual studio code, typescript , angular 6, Html, CSS, keycloack, docker

Chess
Read
Skateboard, surf, snowboard
Travel
draw and paint

I N T ERE S T



technical environment:
 Eclipse, Jenkins, GIT, Jazz RTC, java 8, Html, CSS, JSF2,  Primefaces 5.3,
spring boot, Jhispster, Liferay
functional environment:
:  Knowledge in Caf environment.

JAVA DEVELOPER
RSI| June 2015 - Dec 2015

Context: I was working within a team of 40 people to develop a large java
web application for an Insurance company (RSI). This mission was for my 6
months internship.

Achievements:

Developing simulator of external API using java EE and Soap web
services·       
Designing excel macro using VBA    
Developing simulator of external API using SoapUi language       
 Fixing bugs occurring in the application, Java EE

technical environment:
Java ee, Web service soap, soap UI, visual basic, Eclipse


